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As we discussed process with our 

potential new client, they mentioned 

that they use Applicant Tracking System 

(ATS) software. This applicant-tracking 

software promises not only to house and 

categorize all the résumés your com-

pany receives, but allows you to access 

them for your open positions and almost 

effortlessly fill jobs with minimal human 

contact—i.e., interfacing with the candi-

dates via phone calls or meetings. 

The adage “If it seems too good to 

be true” definitely applies to applicant-

tracking systems. I refer to them as 

“résumé graveyards”—i.e., where good 

résumés go to die. For those who feel 

that human resources often lacks the 

human component of candidate inter-

face and management, these systems 

actually allow HR departments to have 

even less contact with applicants. Not 

surprisingly, they are often championed 

by ex-HR executives who envision a per-

fect world where they will never have to 

deal with a live call with a candidate or 

recruiter again. 

Over the years, we have found these 

types of software systems to be coun-

terproductive to a successful search 

process. Here are seven reasons to think 

twice before using ATS software for your 

company.

1. Most companies utilizing appli-
cant-tracking software will not 
consider a referred candidate (by 
a recruiter, for example) for a posi-
tion if the candidate’s résumé is 
already in their system, even if the 
candidate was never considered 
for the current opening. Human 

resources departments who turn 

their recruitment over to applicant-

tracking systems will often errone-

ously assume that if that candidate 

hadn’t been hired earlier by their 

company, he/she must have been 

rejected, so the candidate gets no 

further investigation.

2. Many candidates familiar with 
applicant-tracking systems will 
often shy away from them. It takes 

a lot for a software to get a bad 

reputation with end users, but it 

hasn’t taken long for ATS software to 

generate animosity. A Google search 

reveals reviews by candidates who 

try to circumvent the systems by 

going directly to a company’s web-

site, as well as developers who view 

the systems as outdated. 

3. Time is our most precious com-
modity. It can take up to 45 min-

utes for a candidate to submit their 

résumé through ATS software. This 

points to one of the many failing 

points at these systems’ core—

they’re based primarily for appli-

cants, i.e., active candidates who 

either are out of a job and have the 

time to go through this lengthy pro-

cess or hate their job so much that 

they’re willing to take the time to do 

so. Currently employed candidates 

who may not be looking actively 

often will not take the time to go 

through with the process. 

4. User-unfriendly. On purely func-
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tional terms, the systems can be 

buggy and counterintuitive. It’s easy 

for even the brightest candidates to 

get lost in an ATS spiderweb, often 

causing them to link their résumés 

to the wrong position openings, or 

to get lost in ATS limbo, with their 

résumés floating around in the sys-

tem but not connecting to any spe-

cific position—forever in orbit.

5. Burning your bridges. Some search 

firms and recruiters—such as those 

who rarely or never forward unsolic-

ited résumés—choose not to work 

with companies using candidate 

résumé databases. 

6. Quality, not quantity. Conversely, 

some search firms—what I call 

“résumé houses”—might look at 

a company using applicant-track-

ing software as an opportunity to 

stuff their database with résumés. 

Quality of candidate is a secondary 

concern here—I call this the “got-

cha” game. These types of outfits 

feel that if they put enough résu-

més into your company’s database 

(with or without the candidates’ 

knowledge or permission), they’ll 

strike it rich at one point or another. 

But think of how many frogs your 

recruiting team may have to kiss 

in a potentially fruitless attempt to 

separate the wheat from the chaff. 

7. Confidentiality is key. Some 

employed candidates, concerned 

about confidentiality, are wary 

of having their résumé placed in 

another company’s (often a direct 

competitor) database, and may 

refuse to comply, causing the com-

pany to lose a potentially qualified 

candidate. The candidates likely to 

be most comfortable putting their 

résumé into applicant-tracking soft-

ware are often out of work, laid off or 

about to be let go—not exactly your 

target audience.
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